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PREFACE

During the 1974-75 _chool year an [SEA Title V, Part C project was

conducted in North Carolina to investigate the area of evaluation in

local school districts and to develop, on the basis of this investigation,

designs for evaluation systems for four of the State's local education

agencies. During the yearourveys of evaluation activities in school

dist- iets across the country were conducted. Visits were made to 13 of

these districts to discuss in depth their evaluation programs. Training

sessions were held to acquaint the participants with current evaluation

theory and practice.

All of the participants in the project were central office staff

members of their respective districts. As the project progressed we all

discovered that :there WAS little in the way of literature or example that

would assist administ ators in making decisions regarding the kinds of

evaluation activities that could and should be conducted in their districts.

There appeared to be a need to pull together the infornation that was

available and the information that we had gathered during the year for

other administrators who were making decisions concerning the type of

evaluation activities that would be conducted in their districts.

This docunent is an attempt to provide this kind of information to

school district administrators. The document does not, nor does it claim

to present details or "how-tos" for specific evaluation situations.

These details are more appropriate for evaluators and are addressed in

much of the available evaluation literature. The content, instead,

focuses on those factors about which administrators must make decisions

in order to develop an effective evaluation program for their district.
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INTRODUCTION

The Om when administrators could choose whether or not they would

evaluate their school p ograms is probably behind us. Evaluation require-

ments accompanying federal and now many state funds, state legislated or

policy-based accountability programs and most modern approaches to school

district administration neccessitate the collection of evaluative infor

mation concerning many aspects of a district's programs and operation.

Administrators are not, therefore, addressing the question "Will I

evaluate?" but "What should I evaluate?, How do I establish a mechanism

within the district to do evaluation?, What are my responsibilities for

the evaluations conducted in the district?"

It is the purpose of this document to provide information about

evaluation which would assist administrators in responding to these

types of questions for their district. It is addressed to administrators

rather than evaluators for several reasons. First, as with other of the

district's programs, administrators have the ultimate responsibility

for the quality and appropriateness of the evaluations that are conducted

by or for the district. Secondly, administrators, through their indi

vidual personalities, leadership and responsibilities have a marked

effect on nany of the more technical aspects of evaluation. Stufflebeam

(1974) and Sanders and Cuba (1973), for example, suggest that: (1)

audience td whom evaluation is to be addressed; (2) the sociopolitical

environment; (3) moral, contractual and legal requirements and consider-

ations; and (4) organizational and administra ive structures, all elements

1
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of schco I district administration, have a significant effect on such

technical aspects of evaluation as: (1) the de ion of evaluation

employed (2) the timing and means of initial entry into the evaluation

process; (3) the critecz that are brought to bear on the evaluation;

(4) the variable. that ate selected for study; (5) the design that

is deve oped; (6 ) the t hn-zq-ues that may be used; (7) the sources of

information that may be tapped; and (8) the reports that are issued.

Finally, nost of the liter&Lure concerning evaluation is addressed to

the more technical concerns of evaluators rather than to thoseof admin-

istrators. Little has been written that addresses more directly the

concerns of administra ors who are assuming the responsibility of manag-

ing and directing evaluation efforts in their school districts.

The first five sections of the document deal with aspects of an

evaluation program ovrr Mich administators have considerable, if not

a primarF influence. These include:
1

I. CLIMATE: Developing a climate among -staff and constituents
ttat is supportive of evaluation

II. F0CUS: Providing leadership in focusing the evaluation

P. Assisting in determining the meaning evaluation
is to have in the district and the purpose(s)
it is to serve

Providing direction and input into the design of
evaluations to ensure that they meet the needs of
the district

1Soiile of the responsibilities given in this list were taken from
Thomas Ft Owens. "Suggested Tasks and Roles of Evaluation Specialists
in Education,' Educational _Ipsyziohligy_, XIII (1968), pp. 4-10, and Edward
L. Morphet, Roe L. Johns and Theordore L. Reller, Educational Or anization
and Admini ation (New Jersey: Prentice Hall, 1967 pp. 531-555.

2
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III. ORGANIZATION: Pr viding an organization and suppor- for
evaluation within the district

A. Establishing an organizational structure for
evaluation

B. Establishing policies and procedures for the
conduct of evaluation

Providing the needed staff, materials, equipment,
facilities and budget necessary to carry out
planned evaluation activities

IV. COMMUNICATION: Providing and maintaining open channels
of communication among the administration, school dis-
trict staff, local board of education and public for the
release of ( ,aluation results and gathering of feedback
concerning the results

V. UTILIZATION: Providing the leadership and mechanisms
for the utilization of evaluation results

The sixth section provides a discussion of the role of the evaluator

and the relationship _f his or her role to that of.the administrator.

The final section of the document discusses some of the implications

for administrators and school districts of evaluations and/or evaluation

programs conducted in a district.

It is hoped that after reading the document administrators will have

a better understanding of the evaluation process as it applies to local

school districts. It is also hoped that they will be more aware of the

alternatives available to them and the implications of these alternatives

'for their particular school district.

1 2



DEVELOPING AND MAINTAINING A CLIMATE
SUPPORTIVE OF EVALUATION

Administrators are perhaps in the single most important position to

influence the .attitude and climate toward evalUation In their district.

Or. Jack Taylor, Superintendent of the Saginaw Public SchoOls, views the

importance of this role in the following way:

My relationship to the evaluation department is
one of mutual dependence. I rely on them to pro-
vide the kind of information necessary to make
rational decisions and they rely on me, as super-
intendent, to create a climate of acceptance for
evaluation procedures among the professional staff
and especially among the administrative decision-
makers. (Taylor, 1975, p. 11)

Al administrator influences the staff's attitude: (1) by his or

her action or inaction in exerting leaderihip in evaluation activities;

(2) by communicating the degree of importance which he or she attaches

to evaluation in the district; and (3) by the manner, I.e. punative or

constructive, in which results are used. To establish and maintain a

climate supportive of evaluation in the district the administrator needs

to communicate to the staff the importance he or she places on evaluation

and to clarify the manner in which results will be used.

While each administrator knows the best way to obtain the cooperation

and support of his or her staff, it may be of some benefit to identify

some activities which may lead to a climate supportive of evaluation.2

3. Deter= ng the potential recipients' and/or target
groups'_existing attitude taward evaluation and con-
centrating efforts to improve the attitudes of those
who (we most negative.

2Again, some of -hese activities were adapted from the Owen's ar I le,

5.
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trateg es as formal as the administration of instruments designed

to measure attitudes toward evaluation or as informal as. casual conversa-

tions between administrators and their staff can be utilized to determine

attitudes toward evaluation. Based on the results of these surveys

administrators can plan more specific activities such as those that are

described in the remainder of this discussion to gain support for evalua-

tion in the district.

2. Setting an example of support by aeting positively
upon the receipt of both positive and negative results.

The example that administrators set when they receive evaluation

results has a great influence on the way.in=which the staff receives and

uses results. Administrators who view favorable results as a reflection

f the quality of the staff and the district's programs and view unfavor-

able results as valuable information upon which to base improvements can

favorably influence the staff's receipt and use of both favorable and

unfavorable results.

E-tablishseg evaluation as an tntegial part of school
district operation for administrative and instructional
deeision-making and reporting school achievement to the

public.

When evaluation is u ilized regularly, the fear of evaluation

produced by unfamiliarity and uncertainty can be lessened

considerably. Administrators can best achieve this acceptance by estab-

lishing a continuous program of evaluation that pel-vades all levels of

school district operation.

4. Statina clearly the purposes for eua ua ion and tie
role of each staff member in conducting aild using the
results

n addition to creating familiarity through experience, an administrato

can decrease the uncertainty associated with evaluation by creating

a common understanding among his or her sta-f of the meaning and purpose

6
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of evaluation and the role each st_ff member is to perform. One way of

achieving this goal which is hi hly recommended is the establishment of

district wide policies and procedures for evaluation which can then be

communicated to each staff member.

5. Seouri2ng the participation o
impLenentation and ti.se or evalztion.

Greater support for evaluationamong the staff can be obtained if

they are not solely the victims of evaluation efforts but are also actively

involved in decisions regarding the evaluation to be conducted. Staff

participation can be helpful to administ ators and evaluators alike in

determining evaluation needs, designing evaluations to nen these specific

needs and providing suggestions and assistance in the use of results.

6. Maintaining open channas of cormunicoition betweer
the administration evauators staff mid public.

The fulfillment of this major responsibility can do much to ease the

minds of those persons directly affected by evaluation. As we as a nation

have so recently discovered, suppression of information and isolation of

leaders in regard to any given program can lead to para oia, fear, dis-

trust and a variety of other undesirable situations and environments.

Administrators who establish an open communication policy regarding evalua-

tion and take steps to accurately portray the results that are obtained

can do much to reduce the incorrect rumors-ad suspicions that so often

accompany the innocent or overt suppression of information from constituents.

7. lvv_-ding admini trative support and pee- twice to
stajrwhoee proj cts or performance are being eveu ted.

In order to develop support for evaluation, staff members need to

know that they do not become "untouchable" or outcasts when their projects

andjor performances are being evaluated. If the purpose of the evaluation

is improvement, this fact should be clearly communicated to the staff and



the necessary support services to enhanCe improvement should be made

imnediately and continuously available. In cases where evaluati.on is to

be utilized to make decisions regarding continuation or termination of

projects or employment, this situation should be most clearly communicated

and thoroughly explained to the staff.

8. Foausing evaluations as the ormaaon meds of the
distrqct staff and/or constituents.

Perhaps the greatest support for evaluationcanbe obtained if staff

members and constituents are provided information'which they perceive to

be of immediate value, applicability,and interest. This requires that

administrators be cognizant and sensitive to the needs of their staff and

public and provide evaluation services that till meet these needs.

9. Frov'ding staff t -ervice in evalu t on

The capability and willingness of staff members to participate in

planning and utilizing results of evaluations should be increased as theY

learn more about the process of evaluation. In-service training in the

evaluation process, e.g. identifying evaluation needs planning-evaluations,

selecting, developing, and administering evaluation instruments, analyzing

results and developing reports describing evaluations, should give the

staff sufficient skills to actively participate in planning and conducting

evaluation activities. 1n-service training sessions accompanying the

release of evaluation results should not only describe the results but

also contain suggest- ons that staff members could follow to use the evalua-

tion results in their work.

In sumnary, the climate or attitude toward evaluation has a great

deal of influence on the way and extent in which evaluation resultu are

used in a school district. Administrators wishing to maximize the use of

evaluation results need to be aware of staff and constituent attitudes

8



tward evaluation and take actions to improve or maintain a supportive

clirrate in which to conduct evaluation activities.

17



I . FOCUSING THE EVALUATION TO MEET SPECIFIED NEEDS

The potential usefulness of evaluation is determined, to a large

degree, by the adequacy with which it addresses the needs of the individuals

or institutions who will receive the results. One of the first evaluation

tasks is, therefore, one of determining what the needs for evaluation are

and then selecting the kinds of evaluative information that will meet

those needs. Administrators of school districts are usually in the posi-

tion of knowing the most about the district's overall needs. It

therefore, important that they participate in the decisions that lead to

a narrowing or focusing'of evaluation efforts.

From an administrative viewpoint, some of the mor_ important categories

of alternatives which provide a focus to evaluation are: (1) the meaning

and purpose given to evaluation; (2) the specific audiences that the

evaluation wilI serve or address; and (3) the information that the evalua-

tion will provide. It is important to reiterate that these,are categories

of atern4t.tvea. There are, in other words no immediately correct sets

of variables or,designs for evaluation. Each alternative gives evaluation

a rather specific focus and should be weighed in light of the particular

needs of the district.

Determinin the f1eanIn' and Pur.ose of Evaluat'on

One of the first steps in focusing an evaluation is to establish a

clear position regarding the meaning and purpose evaluation is to have.

Because educational evaluation evolved from a variety of conceptual

bases and has been utilized for many purposes, it is qui e common to find

11



many definitions and uses for evaluation in the literature and in practice.

Each of these approaches has some definite and often different implications

for the manner in which evaluations will be designed, conducted and used.

It, therefore, becomes important that adninistrators seeking to meet

certain needs know what they can expect to obtain from the approach they

select.

!Ahat is Evaluation?

Ikppraisals are inevitable. Citizens, parents, students,
teachers, adninistrators, board of education members, and
representatives of the state department of education have
views (judgments) regarding the strengths and limitations
of given schools or school systems...The question that con-
fronts the educational administrator, therefore, is not
whether or net there will be appraisals. It is, rather,
whether or not the appraisals will be reasonably valid or
only judgnents made on the basis of inadequate data, or
even with merely rumor as the "foundation."

(Ilorphet, Johns and Reller, 1967, p. 533)

Evalu tion, as per eived for the purposes of this paper, is not

determination of worth which is based solely on personal perceptions and

opinions, but a disciplined process of in'qUiry designed to obtain accurate

infornation about its objects. Evaluation of a school district's reading

program, for example, would not be considered adequate or complete if

taken from statements in a newspaper editorial, remarks of a vocal citize '

group or even opinions of the district's administration. While each of

these "evaluations" ray in reality be correct, the type of evaluation which

is to be discussed here is a more systematic and scientific process which

should lead groups having divergent opinions to similar conclusions if

the process were repeated.

3
-Steele (1973)0 for example has categorized over 160 approaches to

evaluation into six major ard different conceptual areas.

1 2
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EXAKPLE

In a recent telephone survey of State Education Agencies
the question was asked, "Would you identify some school
districts in your state which are conducting exemplary
evaluation programs?" Examples of the responses given,are
listed below:

1. "All the districts in our state conduct eva uation
programs. Each has an extensive program of group
and diagnostic testing."

[Evaluation means test-bng)

2. "There are no districts in our state that have an
evaluation program."

(Were it is difficult to determine what evaluation meant
to the respondent because the current state education
directory listed four school districts that had directors
and/cr departments ofevaluation.1

3. "We are just beginning to write objectives in many
of our school districts. We hope to begin imple-
menting evaluations of these objectives next year."

Evaluation means determining the achievement of objec-
yes.)

And the most common response:

4. "What do you mean by 'exemplary evaluation programs' "

[Evaluation means???1

In spite of this apparent confusion, there are three definitions of

evaluation that currently seem to be receiving the most widespread recog-

rition and use. They are: (1) evaluation is the proce s of determining

the achievement of objectiv s; (2) evaluation is the process of providing

inforration for decision-ma ing; and (3) evaluation is the process of

determining the worth or merit of a program, activity, etc.

The definition which has probably received the greatest acceptance

and use among educators in local school districts is one in which

evaluation is defined as the process of comparing p rfo: -e with

beh2vioTally stated objectives. This approach to evaluation was

13
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developed in the 1930's by Ralph W. Tyler (1942) and his associates

as they conducted the well-known Eight-Year-Study. While variations

on this definition have been developed over the years, the basic

procedure for conducting evaluation when this *fin tion is used

is to: (1) develop a set of behaviorally stated objectives; (2) select

or develop measures to deternine the achievement of the objectives;

3 gather data on the specified behaviors; and 4) compare the results

to the pre-specified criteria set in the objective. A program is then

judged on the basis of the achieVement o_ its objec ives. For many

evaluations of this type, the objectives reflect desired student outcome

behaviors which are viewed by many as the ultimate criterJa for program-

matic success.

There are several advantages to this approach to evaluation. First,

basing evaluations upon pre-specified objectives provides an immediate

focus and thus simplifies the process of evaluation design. Some objec-

tives are even written so that complete specification of the evaidation

to be done is included in the objective itself. Secondly, because the

criteria for success is stated in the objective, it is easy to determine

if the objective has been achieved. It is simply a ratter of.comparing

the evaluation results to the stated criteria. Finally, objective based

evaluations focus on outcomes, usually related to students, which are very

important concerns for school districts and their constituents.

There.are, however, some limitations to the use of this definition at a

school district level that should be noted. As mentioned previously, most

objectives are written in term of student outcome behaviors. Evaluations

based on these outcomes provide some very important information related to

student status and progress. They do not, however, provide information

on the aspects of the program such as teaching method, content, cost, suppor

14
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services, etc. which an administrator must manage in order to correct

deficiencies ir student outcome behaviors or other related student variables

such aS socio-econoric status, home environment, etc. which may have consider-

able effect on student outcome behaviors. These evaluations* in other

words, point to tre illness but do not suggest causes or cures.

A second problmv is that the development of objectives often breaks

the program into parts, e.g. achievement and attitude, which are then

evaluated separately. This fractionalization makes it difficult to view

the pmgram as a whole or to determine the relationship between the behaviors

measure.

Finally, the basis for conducting this type of evaluation, is the

existence and quality of a set of objectives. Programs for which no

objectives are developed or are readily discernible are difficult,if not

impossible to evaluate using the steps listed earlier. In addition,

because the objectives themselves are seldom evaluated, the quality of

the evaluation must rost often rely on the quality of the objectives that

have been developed. Progrms with weak or inappropriate objectives will

most often produce weak or inappropriate evaluations.

A second popular definition of evaluation is providing formation

for) dec-ithion-naki,21g. hdministrators adhering to this type of definition

would be especially sensitive to the decisions that would need to be made

about a program and see to it thatinformation related to the decision

is made available through the evaluation. This definition has been par-

ticularly beneficial in focusing the use of evaluation to the educational

and administrative questions that are daily faced in schools.. It also

has the advantage of expanding the kinds of evaluative informa ion that

15
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can be providA to include information about aspects of a p ogram such--

needs, goals and objectives, procedures and activities as well as outcomes.

Finally, this type of evaluation has the ad-vantage of providing information

at any time in a program's operation that a clecision is needed rather

than only at the endrof a program when outcorres are determined.

The major limitation of this type of evaluation is the difficulty of

identifying and specifying educational decisions and decision-makers.

Without this information it becomes difficult to design appropriate evalua-

tions to meet decision making needs. A second limitation occurs when

attempting:to distinguish between the kinds of information that are

needed for decision making. The meaning which evaluation is to have

becomes somewhat confused when information wiiich is not clearly evaluative

is provided for decision making purposes. Finally, providing information

for many of the educational decisions that need to be made can be an

extremely 6omPlex and Costly process, decreasing its capability of being

implemented in many school districts. Because of these and other diffi-

culties.associated with the use of this definition, some evaluators, e.g.

kriven (1967) and Stuffiebeam (1975), are perceiving it as a purpose or

use for evaluation rather than a statement ol meaning.

A third definition which is gaining increasingly wider acceptance is

the one provided us by the dictionary. In this definition, evaluation is

the process of determining the worth or rnernt of a thing. Clearly, this

is the simplest of the definitions givenhonand the least specific in

terms of providing indicators of how the evaluation is to be done. It does,

Nowaver, have the widest acceptance and understanding by educators and the

lay public alike and appears to make up in meaning for what it lacks in

specificity. The use of this definition r__quires that info_mation be

16
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gathered, analyzed, and interpreted so that a determination of the merit

of the program or any of its aspects being studied can be made. Because

t -is not specifically tied to student outcomes orinstructional decisions,

all areas of the school program can be considered when an evaluation design

is being developed. The selection of an evaluation design or technique,

when this definition is accepted, becomes more closely aligned to the pur-

pose for which the evaluation is being conducted and the specific questions

that it is to address.

The major limitation of this definition for administrators is its

lack of specificity for des gning and conducting evaluations. Persons
1

using this definition for evaluation must use their knowledge of the nany

techniques of disciplined inquiry in order to develop an evaluation

design that will provide informat on that can be used to determine the

worth or merit of the object of the evaluation. A second lialtation is

the difficultyof determining the criteria or values that will be used to

determine worth or merit.

Unfortunately, none of these definitions has become universally

accepted and all are being heavily utilized. It is, therefure, irriportant

that administrators become acquainted with existing conceptualizations so

thit they can (1) overtly select a definition which best fits the evalua-

tion needs of their district; (2) best use the results of mandated evalua-

tions which may be based on.a differing conceptualization than the one

used in the district; and (3) provide a common basis for communication

concerning.evaluation among their sta f and constituents.

What Is The Pursose Of Evaluation?

While there aremanypurposes for which evaluations can be conducted

in a school district, it appears that they all cluster into two main

cate-ories: (1) providing information which is relevant and usefti to the
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decisirns that are made'in the district; and (2) providing information

on school district accomplishments for distribution to various funding

and/or governing agencies and publics.

The major charatteristic of evaluations that are conducted to provide

information for decision-making is their responsiveness to evaluation

need$ oithin the district. They are designed primarily to provide

information to use in the administration of schools and the improvement

of educational prograns. They can be designed, for example, to:

11. determine the effectiveness of instructional programs;
staff, methods, etc.;

2. identify operational needs;

a provide a basis for the allocation of funds to programs
and/or operational areas;

4. identify strengths and weaknesses in a given program area;

determine the worth of alternative approaches; and

monitor ongoing programs.

hen the evaluations are completed they are fed back to the staff

pers --lel in the district who are responsible for the area being evalua-

ted. Evaluation, for this purpose, is most oftenmnducted and used
-

internally by the district.

Evaluations which are intended to provide information about school

accomplishments to an external audience are tharacterized by a more out-

come-oriented approach and in many cases, adherence to the design and

reporting relulatiohs of the agency to whom the report is sent. These

evaluations are used prtmarily as a school public relations and partici-

pation tool between the district and its.community and as an accountability

mechanism for the constituents and agencies which have granted funds or

servoCes to the district_ They can be used, for example, to:
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1. provide information on school achieve-lits and/or needs
to local decision-making bodies;

2. provide information on school achievements and/or needs
to the public;

3. meet state and federally supported program requirements;

4. comply with legislated accountability requirements;

5. comply with state accreditation requirements; and

6. comply with regional accreditation requirements.

Evaluations conducted for this purpose have a more external use with

the results most often being transmitted to groups or agencies outside of

the immediate school district staff.

EXAMPLE 2

In the Dallas, Texas school district, specific
provisions through board-approved policy have
been developed to ensure the appropriate use of
evaluation for both decision-making and accounta-
bility. FIvicess evaations, as they are called,
are conducted by the district"s evaluators to
determine specific strengths and weaknesses in
program operation. These results are, by policy,
relayed only to the program staff members who
have the responsibility for implementing and
directing the program. Based on the results, the
program staff can alter or modify aspects of the
program that are not effective and capitalize
on its strengths. PtvaUct evaluations are con-
ducted to determine the overall accomplishments
of the program and are, by policy, reported to
the administration and local board of education.
In this way evaluations are tailored to the needs
and responsibilities of both the program staff
and district-wide decision-makers. (Webster, 1975)

When the information needs of external agencies and the public over-

lap withtboseof the school district staff, evaluations cantle designed

2 6
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to serve both the purposes of decision-making and reporting to external

audiences. When the information needs differ, however, choices need to

be made concerning the purpose of the evaluation so that appropriate

questions can be studied and reporting mechanisms developed. A quick

check of the purpose for which an evaluation is to be conducted can be

made by comparing the district's purposes and the characteristics of its

use to the chart in Figure I.

Figure 1. A Comparison of the Two Major Purposes

for Evaluation in Local School Districts

Purpose
Provide information for
administrative and instruc-
tional decision-making in
the district

Provide information on
accomplishments to fundin
governing agencies and
the public

Goal

Improved instruction
More efficient district

operation

-
Improved school/community
relations

School district accounta-
bility to funding/
governing agencies and
public

Focus of
the Evalua-
tion

Aspects of school district
operation which need to be
improved or strengthened

Total school district and
or individual program
accomplishments

Primary
Audience
for the
results

.

School district staff
External funding overnin
agencies

Public

Major cri-
teria for
judging the
evaluations

Relevance to school district's
needs

Timely provision of information
Responsiveness to district

evaluation needs

Objectivity and
Credibility of results
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Identif in The Audiences For Evaluation Information

Closely related to determining the purpose for evaluation is the

identification of the audiences who will receive-end use the resulting

information. This is because one of the key characteristics of effective

evaluation is its utility or capability to be used. In order to be of

use, evaluations must be focused to a large extent on the needs of their

audiences.

The extent to which the results of an evaluation are perceived

be useful to any group is largely determined by the degree to which the

results address areas of interest and usefulness to them. For an instruc-

tional program area, for example, teachers may wish to know which materials

and approaches are most effective for students of various abilities.

Principals may wish to know which organizational patterns, i.e. team teach-

ing, open space, traditional, etc., are most effective. Supervisors may

wish to identify areas of needed teacher in-service. The administrative

staff may wish to know the overall accomplishments in the area and be

provided information that would assist them in allocating personnel,

materials, facilities and monies to the program. The board of education

and public may wish to know what students are achieving in the selected

program area.

It is for this reason that administrators and evaluators need to

identify the major audiences that each evaluation will-address. Provi-

sions can then be made to ensure that the design of the evaluation

includes questions addressed to the types of information that its audiences

will use.
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EXAMPLE 3

Some of the audiences to which a school district might
direct its evaluation results include:

DIRECT PARTICIPANTS'

Local Board of Education
Superintendent
Administrative Staff
Instructional Supervisors
Principals
Department or Grade Level Chairpersons
Teachers
Instructional Support Staff
Noninstructional Support Staff
Students

INDIRECT PARTICIPANTS-7CLOSE_ASSOC AT ON

Parents
Ancillary Booster Groups
Local Education Organizations

Teacher Organization
Phi Delta Kappa
Special Interest Parent Groups

Education Committee:i of Larger Organizations
Service Clubs (Lions, Women's Club, etc.)
League of Women Voters

State Education Agency
Federal Agencies
Foundations

INDIRECT PARTICIPANTS--D STANT ASSOCIATION

Political Leaders
Business and Industry Leaders
Community Agencies and Organiza ions
Professional People
"Blue Collar" Working Class
Disadvantaged People
Non-Parent Adults
Older Citizens
Nearby Colleges and Universities
Educational Researchers
Media

{From Kean (1975), Woods (undated),
and Bettinghaus and Miller (1973)]

2 2
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Identifying the audiences to whom evaluation results should be

addressed determines who Will be the target of the results but does not

specify what information they need. To determine the information that

should be transmitted to identified audiences requires an awareness of

their interests in educational information, their knowledge of potential

areas to be included in the communication and their attitude toward the

schools and the particular program being evaluated.

Administrators know as a result of their experience that the various

groups associated with their schools have differing interests in the school

program. Some groups are most interested in the instructional program,

some the achievements of pupils, others the costs for education, etc. If

the major interests of targeted audiences can be identified, evaluations

can be focused more appropriately to their particular interests and needs.

EXAMPLE 4

McClosky (1967, pp. 244-245),for example, provides a chart
of typical publics, size and communication function and
major interests in schooling which may be a helpful starting
point for district personnel who are trying to identify the
interests of targeted audiences. information such as the
following is provided:

Public

Parents

Size and Communication Functions

Large, exceptionally interested group7-includes some social
leaders--constantly communicates widely through person-to-
person and person-to-group channels.

111212r_inerests_in Schoolin-

Children's educational needs and accomplishments, school's
contributions to children's well-being, happiness, and
social status--personal satisfactions derived from children's
academic achievements and participation in school activities.

23
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As administrators identify the audience for evaluation they will,

undoubtedly, on many occasions find that there are several audiences which

would benefit from the results. To the extent that it is_ possible,evalua-

tions should be designed to meet these different needs. When the extent

of the evaluation effort becomes prohibitive or the needs of the various

audiences conflict,administrators should then place these audiences in

some priority order so that the needs of the most important or crucial

audiences can be met.

What Information_Should The Evaluation jrovide?

The areas of an educational system that can be evaluated are limited

only by the techniques and skills which we currentlypossessto evaluate

them and the imagination of those responsible for selecting areas of the

school program to be evaluated. All aspects of school district operation

in effect are, therefore, available for initial consideration as an

object of evaluation. The difficult tasks are those of: (1) selecting

those areas of the school district program where the.need for evaluative

information is the greatest; and (2) determining the types of information

that are needed about the areas that have been selected.

S_electing t_e_Areas of the.School P o ram to be Evaluated

Before selecting areas of the program to evaluate, administrators

should, from some framework, consider all of the areas of the district

that might benefit from evaluative information. There are many ways to

view the facets of a school district that can be evaluated. One helpful

delineation is provided in the partial list of appropriate evaluation

objects given by Stuffiebeam (1975, p. 8);
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Programs

Projects

Personnel

Stu ents

Facilities

Materials

Ideas

ongoing, goal directed activities,
involving especially curricular offerings

- time-bounded, goal-directed activities
such as federally funded experiments

- teachers, administrators, coaches,
counselors, custodians, etc.

persons enrolled in instructional
offerings

- buildings, equipment

- books, films, tapes, etc.

Institutions -

Evaluations -

theories, plans, and designs

colleges, school systems, community
service agencies, foundations, etc.

evalution studies themselves should
be evaluated

Using this breakdown it is possible to envision the evaluation of:

(1) regular, on-going programs in a school district such as the reading,

physical education and cultural arts programs; (2) special local and

externally funded Programs such as experimental approaches to classroom

organization e.g. open classrooms, team-teaching, individualization of

instruction, and ESEA Title I and Title III programs; (3) teachers,

paraprofessionals, administrators- supportive staff; (4) student progress

in cognitive, affective and psychomotor areas; (5) the adequacy of buildings

and equipment for programs which have specific facility needs, e.g.

vocational education, environmental education, science, physical education,

etc; and so on.

Another useful way to categorize the kinds of evaluation that might

be conducted is according to the major areas that comprise school district

operation, e.g. administration, curriculum and instruction, personnel,

finance and business management, and physical facilities.
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EXAMPLE 5

The Philadelphia public school system describes its
evaluation focus around some of the major areas of
school district responsibility.

1. Administrative and Surve Research Services:
provides a pupil data _ystem, socioeconomic
and demographic analyses about the school and
community populations, followup studies of
graduates and dropouts and maintains a manage-
ment information center for administration.

2. Instructional Research and Develo ment Services:
assists in the development of proposah and tests
and maintains a.data management unit of instruc-
tional information.

Testin Services: has the responsibility for the
development, implementation, and administration
of all phases of the district's group testing
program, provides staff in-service related to
testing.

4. Priorit 0 erations Evaluation Services: provides
reSearch assistance in the-priority areas of the
district superintendents and evaluates programs
in the five priority areas of the district.

5. Federal Evaluation Resource Servi_ces: conducts
eValuations Of public and non-public school
federally funded categorical projects.

(Kean, 1975)

A third way in which to view the kinds of programs that can be

evaluated is according to the types of evaluations that are conducted,

e.g. surveys, program evaluation, testing or assessment, research, etc.

EX4MPLE 6

Saginaw, Michigan public schools categorizes its
evaluation according to the types of services that are
performed. Some examples of the areas included in
their program are:

I. Program Evaluation

1. Evaluation of ESEA Title I programs
3. Evaluation of the adult basic education program
4. Evaluation of the migrant education program
5. Evaluation of the bi-lingual education program
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II. Assessment_ Services_

8. Provide coordination and supervision of the
schoiol district's assessment program

10. Develop and maintain the department's
instrument Bank

III. Research _Services

11. Conduct a dropout study in each sEcondary
school

12. Prepare a written report of the student
attitude survey conducted in grades 8 and 11

15. Develop_a mechanism for disseminating current
research findings to the professional staff

17. Conduct a context evaluation (needs assessment)
at the district and building level

(Taylor, 1975)

Utilizing these or other frameworks for reviewing the dist ict's

programs, administrators should quickly find that there are many more

areas that could be evaluated than time, staff and other resources allow.

The selection of areas which will ultimately be evaluated is most often

then a matter of narrowing the choice of alternatives by determining the

importance to the district of the resulting evaluation information.

There are a number of ways in which the importance of evaluation of

given areas of the school program can be identified. Whether planning for

the development of a comprehensive evaluation system in a district or for

a single evaluation, a good place to begin is with the information which

is required by legislative,funding and policy mandates and, therefore,

must be collected. There is no decision to be made here, but the identi-

fication of this information provides a list which can be consulted when

other information needs are identified. Reference to documentation of

required evaluation information helps planners prevent the duplication of

data gathering activities and helps them judge the amount of further

evaluation activity they can afford to conduct.
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It is a little more time consuming to select the remaining areas of

the school program that need to be evaluated. Several sources can provide

inputs into this decision.

One source for determining the area to be eva uated is the opinions

of the staff and constituency of the school district- Surveys asking

persons to list their preferences for evaluation or p ioritize a list of

evaluation needs can be administered to the total school district sta

special subgroups of the staff, local board of education members, repre-

sentatives of key community groups, the total community, parents and/or

students. Results of such a survey can provide a list of evaluation

needs in order of their preference.

Another source for identifying areas that need to be evaluated are

those areas of the school program which can be identified as being par-

ticularly weak or strong. Particularly weak programs need to be evaluated

so that problems associated with the program can be identified and correc-

tive plans developed. Particularly strong programs need to be evaluated

so that the reasons for success can be identified and, if possible, utilized

in other programs. Programs that need intensive evaluation can be identi-

fied by reviewing test scores and other evaluation data, consulting with

teachers and supervisors or by obtaining suggestions of the administrative

staff.

A third source of information that can be used in id .ntifying evalua-

tion needs is the new and/or innovative programs designed to meet a special

need for which there is little or no evaluative data. Because they are

new to the system, evaluations can be designed to determine if the programs

were correctly and fully implemented and if they are achieving the desired

results. 3
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Another source to consider when a tempting to determine what will be

evaluated is thrl specific interests of the local board of education members,

parents, community groups, etc. Responsiveness to these needs can con-

tribute to positive school-community relations and to support for the

evaluation program in the community.

After the most important areas for evaluation tiave been identified,

t may still be possible to have too many areas of concern to feasibly

evaluate. In these instances administrators may need to seek ways to

prioritize these areas or set up a multi-year program to evaluate each

of the selected programs.

EXN.IPLE

The White Plains, New York school district determines
what it will evaluate on a yearly basis. In the early
spring requests for program/project evaluation are
solicited from groups such as the building principals,
the PTA council, advisory committees, teachers, students,
parents and the administration. An Evaluation Priority
Committee composed of the assistant superintendent for
instruction, members of a district coordination team
for curriculum and.instruction, the superintendent's
administrative assistant, the research/evaluation coor-
dinator, the reading coordinator.and the assistant director
for pupil personnel services reviews the list and the
district's required evaluations (federal program,
Board of Education goals, etc.) and develops a proposed
list of evaluation priorities. In June, this list is
presented to the Administrative/Supervisory staff of
the district for discussion. On the basis of this inp t
and the resources available in the district for evaluation,
the Evaluation Priority Committee determines what will be
evaluated during the upcoming school year.

(Recommended Process for Identif n

Evaluation P io ities 1974

Determinin- the TYPL2f_g_Valuation Information that is eeded

Once areas to be evaluated have been selected, the specific types of

info mation that need to be gathered should be determined. When, for

exiMple, it has been determined that the area of reading should be evaluated
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administrators and evaluators need to decide if the evaluation design

should contain provisions for gathe_ing data related to student achievement,

student ability, student attitudes, student interests, teacher preparation,

adequacy of materials, adequacy of implementation of particular programs,

etc.

At this point it mi ht be contended that administratorswho tr ._ad here

would be assuming a role that rightfully belongs to the evaluator. In

some cases, such as an external evaluation of a school district, this may

be true. In other cases, however, whenthedistrict itself is seeking the

evaluation, administrative input, or at least review of the types of

information to be gathered,it is importantto ensure that the evaluations

meet the district's need.

There are several sources 4hich may be considered to determine the

types of evaluation information that might be collected:

1. the types of information identi ied in objectives
related to the program;

2. the particular purpose for which the evaluation is
being conducted;

the audiences who can be expected to be interested
and/or tise the results;

4. the opinions of experts and/or research in the
area being evaluated;

5. the types of information specified in an adopted
model for evaluation; and

6. the experience of others who have conducted similar
evaluations.

Objectives for the program being.evaluated, whether specifically

developed t(y the district or drawn from curriculum guides, textbooks,

policy manuals, etc. provide some information on the types of behaviors,

e.g. achievement, attitude, etc. and activities that can be expected in
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a given program. These are important first sources for persons designing

evaluations to consult.

If the purpose for the evaluation is decision-making, there are

questions such as the following that need to be answered. What kinds of

decisions need to be mede? Who will make the decisions? What: types of

information do they need? If the purpose, on_ the other hand, is to report

the results to external audiences, what types of information do the

recipients of the results need?

If audiences have been previous y identified, it may be helpful to

refer their particular interests and information needs as a source o.

information for determining the types of data to collect.

Experts in the area are always a good source of information to

consult when trying to determine the types of information that are needed

to evaluate a program. Subject area speci lists are often found on the

school district staff and can be consulted to determine the types of

information needed. Other experts can be hired or consulted through their

writings. The library is always a good place to begin a search for the

types of information needed because it contains the opinions of experts,

reviews of the literature on the topic and research studies which have

been conducted to determine the important factors r lated to the topic

being evaluated.

Some administrators may find it beneficial to adopt a specific model

for evaluation which identifies some of the types of information that

should be gathered. lf, for example, an administrator were to choose to

utilize the CIPP (Stufflebeam, et.al., 1971) model for evaluat_on, he or

she would seek information related to the goals of the program, the parti-

cular design of the program, its implementation, and the results achieved.
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If a model such as the one presented by Hammond (no date) -ere chosen,

types of information gathered would be related to behavior (cognitive,

affective, psychomotor), instruction (organization, content, method,

facilities, cbst), and institution (student, teacher, administrator,

specialist, family, community). There are, of course, other models for

evaluation that could be chosen, each having some implications for the

type of information that should be collected.

A final source for determining the type of evaluation to be gathered

is the experience of others who have conducted similar evaluations. Per-

haps the largest source of information related to the experience of others

is the ERIC collection which can be found in most major libraries and

contains many evaluation reports conducted in school districts. A com-

puter search of this collection is rather inexpensive and can provide

abstracts of the evaluation reports concerning a given topic that are in

the collection. Another source is either direct contact or the reports

f personnel in other school districts who have conducted similar evalua-

tions.

EXAMPLE 8

A study of evaluation designs in Portland, Oregon
public schools revealed that the best designs asked
for the following types of information.

1. Are the goals of the project being evaluated
consistent with the program goals of the district
and/or area in the subject area concerned (e.g.
reading instruction')

2. What are the relevant characteristics of the
student population receiving instruction via
the method or using the product in question?

3. To what extent is the program successful in
achieving its goals?

4. Is the program economical to operate when com-
parisons are made with other programs having similar
goals?
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5. What special resources, personnel and facilities

are required to successfully operate the program?

6. How does the efficacy of the project vary in

relation to the characteristics of the schools in

which it is operating?

7. How doestheefficacy of the_program vary in relation

to the varying characteristics of the student popu-

lation (e.g. sex, age,_aptitude, ethnicity, socio-

economic factors, etc.)?

8. How well is the project functioning in relation to

the operational plan e$qablished for it?

(Hansen, 1975)

While it is probable that a great deal of assistance can be provided

by an evaluator in determining the types of information that need to be

collected, it is important that an administrator be cognizant of the types

of information that he or she needs to have to obtain a useful evaluation

of the selected program.

In summary, there are many factors to consider which affect the

focus of evaluation in local school districts. It has been suggested that

administrators who wish to ensure that the evaluations focus on their dis-

trict's needsbc prepared to respond to the following types of questions:

1. What does the word "evaluation" mean as applied to this

particular situation?

2. What is the purpose of this evaluation?

3. To Oat audiences will the results be reported? What

are their particular informtion needs?

4. What specific areas of the school program are to be

evaluated?

5. What types of evaluative information are needed to

evaluate the program?

4 0
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III. PROVIDING AN ORGANIZATION AND SUPPORT FOR EVALUATION

One of the most important ways that the chief administrator of a

' hool district can contribute to the effectiveness of the evaluations

d influence the staff's attitude toward evaluation is to provide for

111' equate organization and support of evaluation. Failure to provide

,is support most often results in limited use of evaluation, an over-

irdening of staff who already have many other established demands on

leir time, conduct of evaluation by staff members with little or no

.aining for the job, hastily designed and conducted evaluations, ques-

onable results, and generally a bad taste in everyone's mouth concerning

le value of evaluation to themselves and the school district's programs.

n essence, if administrators do not provide the organization and support

or evaluation, it is perhaps best to leave it undone.

The factors that should be considered by administrators who are

-eviewing their present evaluation organization or who are beginning to

establish an evaluation capability in their district include: (1) the

type of organization to establish; (2) the placement of the organization

in the administrative structure of the district; (3) the policies and

procedures guiding the conduct of evaluation; (4) staffing; and (5) resources

such as materials, facilities and financial support.

Types of Organization for Evaluation
in Local School Districts

There are several types of organizational structures that can be

utilized for evaluation in a school district. The best type of organization
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is the one which best meets the dis -let's evaluation needs. Prior to

the development of an organization for eValuation,administrators should

obtain some preliminary information regarding the purpose they wish

evaluation to serve, the extent of the evaluation services they wish to

provide and any resources--personnel, materials, equipment, facilities,

monies, etc.--that are currently available and can be obtained to support

the evaluation effort. Then as they consider the types of organization

that can be developed, they can use thiS information to develop the most

appropriate organization for evaluation in their district.

Any organization plan that is established_needs to provide the

district with services such as evaluation deSign, instruMent selection and

development, data collection, analysis and interpretation and reporting of

evaluation results. Stufflebeam (1973) suggests four such organizational

strategies that may be appropriate to local school districts: (1) in-house

evaluation departments; (2) self-evaluation; (3) contracting with external

evaluation agencies; and (4) evaluation consortia between several school

.districts.

In-house Evaluation De artments

In this organizational strategy a position and/o- department of

evaluation is created within the district. This type of arrangement would

be particularly beneficial to those districts who wish to utilize evalua-

tion results for decision-makieg because of the proximity and constant

availability of the evaluators to the rest of the school staff.

A second benefit of this type of organization is the inclusion of

personnel among the district staff who have evaluation training and skills.

Technical evaluation responsibilities can be assumed by these personnel

relieving this burden from busy staff members who may not have adequate
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training for the job. The poSsession of evaluation skills in one or

more positions also avails the district of staff members who can readily

train others to conduct and use evaluations.

A problem with this arrangement is that there are not enough trained

evaluators to staff each school district in the country. In addition, fOr

some districts, the development of an evaluation position or department of

evaluation is too costly.

Another problem arises when the primary purposefor evaluation in the

district is to report accomplishments to external audiences. The proximity

of the evaluators may, in reality or in the minds of some audiences,

decrease the objectivity and credibility of the evaluations. To combat

this criticism, districts who have a position or department of evaluation

may have to secure the services of external experts in evaluation to review

the work of the district's evaluator(s) and give credence to the results

they produce.

Self-Evaluation

A second organizational possibility is self-evaluation in which

evaluation is conducted by persons in existing positions in the district.

If the administrator is fortunate enough to have existing staff members

who have sufficient skills in evaluation design, measurement, and data

analysis and interpretation, most, if not all, of the evaluation tasks

can be conducted by the school district staff with little or no outside

help. If these skills are not available within the district, additional

external assistance will need to be obtained.

Several kinds of assistance in this area can be provided to a district.

Most common are the contractual services of individuals or agencies who

can provide specialized evaluation services. Similar consultant services

can usually be provided at no cost by tbe state education agency. A
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second kind of assistance could be provided in tested materials which

guide groups through particular kinds of evaluation activities. Unfor-

tunately, packagis of this type are not common and are generally difficult

to locate.
4

The impo tance of obtaining outside assistance when these skills are

not available in the district cannot be overemphasized. The design and

conduct of 'adequate and accurate evaluations requires knowledge of scien-

tific inquiry, measurement, statistics and interpretation of results. The

risks to the quality and usefulness of evaluations of failure to include

this kind of expertise in the design of evaluations are far greater than

the expense of obtaining this assistance.

EXAMPLE 9

In a school district in the East the decision was made to
establish a self-evaluation system in conjunction with the
district's planning efforts. The superintendent and two or
three of his key administrative staff members had rather
sophisticated evaluation and research skills. The superin-
tendent stated, "I feel that we have 80% of the technical
knowledge and skills that we need to design and carry out
evaluations in the district. For the remaining 20% we
hire outside specialists and agencies who have materials,
services and experience in the areas that we need assistance."

There are several benefits to a self-evaluation system. The major

benefit is in the potential of incorporating evaluation as a responsibility

and helpmate of all staff members. Initial costs to train the staff and to

des_gn ongoing evaluation procedures may be high, but when these act vities

are accomplished, this type of organization may be cheaper to maintain.

Finally, a self-evaluation forces staff participation in decisions regard-

ing evaluation and the conduct of the activities themselves.

40ne such package is a document on Curriculum Evaluation developed by
Research for Better Schools. It is currently being revised and will be
available in November, 1975.
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The major problem associated with this organizational scheme has

already been discussed--developing adequate plans and procedures for

evaluation when staff members do not have the necessary training and skills.

The concerned administrator can alleviate this problem by effectively

utilizing external services and incorporating in this use in7service

evaluation training for the staff. Secondly, a self evaluation system is

more difficult to manage and control. Coordination of evaluation efforts,

communication of results'among staff and constituents and obtaining uniform,

high quality evaluations are especially difficult. Finally, it is extremely

difficult to control the biases of persons who are evaluating the programs

they also direct. These biases decrease the objectivity and credibility

of results that are obtained.

Contractin ith External Evaluators or Evaluation A encies

Local school districts may choose to contract with external agencies

to provide the technical evaluation services that they need. This is a

familiar.model for school districts who utilize the services of test com-

panies to provide instrumentation, score tests, analyze the results and

p ovide reports of the results for a variety of levels within the district.

Evaluation specialists and agencies can provide most of the evaluation

services that a school district requires. They can assist in the develop-

ment of a comprehensive evaluation system for the district provide tech-

nical services such as evaluation design, instrument development, data

analysis and report development, and provide in-service training for the

district staff.

There are several benefits to this type of arrangement. Teams of

highly skilled and experienced evaluators that would otherwise be unavail-

able to the district can be utilized. If this is the case, administrators
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can expect to receive carefully designed evaluations and accurate results.

Through direct contracted services or by observation, staff members can

obtain valuable in-service training. This kind of assistance, particularly

if the individual or agency conducts the total evaluation and is known to

produce high qual*ty work is usually highly credible to external agencies

and the public.

The primary impediment to the use of external agencies is the often

high cost of their services. Secondly, .because they are external, these

agencies may not have the opportunity to become as familiar with the dis-

trict and its. particular evaluation needs as is desirable. This same fac-

tor may also create some fear and resistance in staff members. Third,

great care must be taken in selecting the agency or individual who is to

provide the services. Unfortunately, some individuals and agencies promise

more or better quality work than they deliver. A final limitation is

that the district may come to depend solely on the external evaluators to

assume the responsibility for evaluation and neglect its own responsibili-

ties in this area.

Partici atin in aConsortium for Evaluation with Other School Districts

If administrators wish to utilize the services of trained evaluators

and technicians on a continuous basis but are unable to establish the

kinds of services they desire within their district, they may wish to join

with other districts to form a consortium which would provide these ser-

vices. Districts can pool their resources and establish policies to guide

the provision of services such as conducting system-wide evaluations,

technical services, consultant services in proposal development and special

evaluation problems, and in-service training of staff.
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EXAMPLE 20

Perhaps the most well-known of the evaluation consortia was

the EPIC Evaluation Center located injuscon, Arizona.
The Center was initiated through an ESEA Title III pro-
ject and was designed to provide evaluation assistance
to fourteen school districts in the state. The Center

had two major_service areas: (1) the evaluation services

division and (2) the field services division. The evalua-

tion services area was designed to provide assistance
to school districts through: (1) the development of
evaluation designs; (2) test construction; (3) data pro-
cessing; and (3) information storage and retrieval. The

field services had the responsibility of initiating self-
evaluation within the school districts by providing con-
sultant services, providing information regarding innovative

practices and providing in-service workshops. The Center

was admdnistered by its own director and staff under the

direction of a..board of directors which included the super-
intendents of the participating school districts and
oberated according to policies approved by this Board

for its operation.

(Hammond, no date)

The advantage of a consortimis that it provides needed evaluation

services by skilled consultants who are in continual contact with the

district at usually a lower cost. The limitations are that this service

must be shared and the general difficulties of developing, implementing

and maintaining services to districts with divergent interests and needs.

The type of organizational framework that a school district adopts

for evaluation may not be as clearly defined as those that have been pre-

sented here. Administrators could conceivably utilize the benefits of

each of these types of organizations simultaneously. The importance of

reviewing these organizational types is to acquaint the reader with the

strengths and weaknesses of each type so that decisions regarding the type

f evaluation organization to be installed can reflect the most important

needs of the district.
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The Placement of Evaluation in the Organization

The place or position that evaluation occupies in school district

operation can have'am important effect on the crediWility of results,

pervasiveness of evaluation services, and'degree to which evaluation

needs are met. Credibility of evaluation results is most often perceived

to be a result of the degree of objectivity with which a program is

evaluated. Objectivity is quite often perceived to be a matter of

distance. The closer the evaluator is to the program, the less likely

the results will be completely objective. It is for this reason that it

is suggested that evaluators be organizationally separated from the

control and influence of program personnel. For some districts this is

achieved by placing the evaluator or evaluators in a position separate

from all programs and reporting directly to the superintendent. This

same result is achieved in the situation where external consultants

reporting directly to the administrator are used. In situations where

this type of arrangement is not possible, credibility and objectivity

can be enhanced by establishing a periodic review or evaluation of

evaluation activities and services by a group external to the evaluation

and program.

One of the most difficult to achieve aspects of an evaluation

system is a pervasiveness of evaluation activities and services to all

of the representative groups in the district who need and desire evalua-

tion help. Because evaluation activities are often limited, it is

common to find that resultsand services are somewhat isolated from

the ongoing operations and problems of the district. This is particularly
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true in districts where the primary purpose of evaluation is to meet

external requirements or carry out routine,established data gathering

activities. In order to provide evaluation services to all levels of

district personnel, e.g. teachers, principals and central office

staff, evaluators should be located organizationally so that they can

have easy and immediate access to personnel at all levels and so that

district personnel can have equally easy access to them.

If the purpose of evaluation in a district is to provide information

for decision making, evaluators must be placed in a position that will

allow them to be aware of the decision making and, therefore, evaluation

needs of Vie district. This usually means that the evaluators need to be

placed in a position close to key decision maker(s) in the district.

The ability to provide needed and appropriate evaluations then becomes

largely dependent upon the leadership capabilities and interests in

evaluation of the administrator under which it is placed.

EXAMPLE 11

Recently a prearranged call was made to a local school district
superintendent in another state to discuss his evaluation program.
His response to the question, "What kinds of evaluation activities
are conducted in your district?" was "Well, actually, we don't do

much evaluation here,-but I guess you could talk to our Director
of -Research to find out what they_are doing in that department."
Conversations with the Director of Research revealed that the dis-
trict had a Department of Research with 20 staff members that was
conducting all of the district-wide testing and federal program
evaluations. Most of the activities they conducted, however, were
required by law, reported to the proper audiences and seldom used
within the district. The Department and its Director appeared to
be fairly well isolated from the administration of the district
and were scheduled for cuts in staff and programs for the upcoming

year.
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In contrast, a visit was made to a district where the respon-
sibility for evaluation was shared by two researchers under
the supervision of one of the district's assistant superin-
tendents who had, with the approval of the superintendent,
established the small research and evaluation unit. They
began their evaluation program by conducting studies that had
immediate applicability to the district as a whole and sought
early in their development to provide evaluative services to
principals and teachers. Both representatives_of the admin-
istration and principals in candid interviews discussed the
way in which these studies had been of value to -them and their
plans for requesting similar services in the future.

As was the case in selecting the type of organization to install, the

location of evaluation depends on the particular needs and climate of the

district. Location is very important to the effectiveness of evaluation,

however, because the placement of evaluation responsibilities can, in

many cases,guarantee visibility and use or isolation and even-

tual abandonment of evaluation in the district.

Policies and Procedures

A great deal of misunderstanding and confusion can be avoided if the

district has a set of policies and proced6res for the evaluation activities

that it conducts. These policies and procedures might include statements

regarding the following:

1. The meaning and purpose of evaluation

2. The organization for evaluation including lines of authority
and communication and the relationship of evaluat on to other
positions, departments and programs.

3. The roles of staff and outside consultants

4. Job descriptions of participants in evaluation
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Procedural policies

a. use of outside consultants
b. evaluation design
c. instrumentation
d. analysis
e. reporting audiences and formats

6. Ethical considerations

a. use of human subjects
b. release of individual results

7. Provisions of support

a. released time for personnel
b. materials
c. facilities
d. sources of financial support

EXAMPLE 12

In order to obtain some uniformity in the testing and
evaluation_activities of the three subdistricts in the
decentralized Portland Public School system, policies
were developed with respect to the city-wide testing
program and cross-subdistrict program evaluations.
Areas included in these policy statements included:

I. City-wide testing program

a. types of tests and grades to be included
b. setting standards of performances
c. sampling
d. maintaining and use of item bank

Cross-subdistrict program evaluations

a. method of identifying common goals
across subdistricts

b. method of selecting instruments
c. type of instrumentation
d. type of cost.measure
e. type of score
f. type of evaluation and balance

(formative, summative)
g. format of report

(Doherty, 1975)
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Setting down these policies would not only provide a common basis for

conducting evaluations within the system but would also provide some help-

ful guidelines for external evaluators who are not familiar with the

district.

staffin9

The key to the quality of evaluation efforts is largely a function

f the adequacy of the staff that designs and tarries out the necessary

activities. What, then are the skills that an administrator should seek

in either internal or external evaluation staff members to ensure high

quality evaluations?

Michael Scriven (no date), one of thep)untry's foremost evaluators,

says that evaluators need every skill known to man. Although we wish to

think that he was being somewhat facetious, there are many evaluators who

would be inclined to agree. Blaine Worthen (1975), another leading

evaluator, chose to take a somewhat more narrow view when he defined

25 general research and evaluation tasks and related competencies.

Although specific competencies were listed fer most of these evaluation

tasks, spacedoes not permit their reproduction. From these tasks,

however, the reader may be able to obtain a general idea of the skills

that are needed to design and conduct evaluations.

1. Obtaining information about an area to be
researched or a phenomenon to be evaluated.

2. Drawing implications from results of prior
research and practice.'

3. Conceptualizing the research problem or
defining the ob'ect of evaluation.
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4. Selecting an appropriate inquiry strategy
for addressing the research or evaluation
problem.

5. Formulating hypotheses or ques ions to be
answered by the study.

6. Specifying data or evidence necessary for a
rigorous test of the hypothesis or an une-
quivocal answer to the research or evaluation
question.

7. Selecting appropriate research and evaluation
designs to collect data to test the hypothesis
or answer the question.

6. Identifying the population to which results
should be generalized, and selecting a sample
of the population.

Applying the research orevaluation design
and recognizing or controlling threats to
validity.

10. Identifying at appropriate levels of gener-
ality the goals of the program to be
evaluated.

11. Assessing the value and feasibility of
program goals.

12. Identifying standards or norms for
judging worth of the phenonmenon to
be evaluated.

13. Translating broad objectives into specific
(measurable) objectives.

14. Identifying classes of variables for measure-

ment.

15. Selecting or developing techn qu s of
measurement.

16. Assessing the validity of measurement
techniques.
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17. Using appropriate methods to collect data
_tests, interviews0-unobtrusive measures,
etc.

18. Monitoring the program to detect deviations
from design or specified procedures.

19. Choosing and employing appropriate techniques
of design or specified procedures.

20. Using electronic computers and computer-
related equipment.

21. Interpreting and d awing appropriate con-
clusions from data analysis.

22. Reporting research and evaluation findin s
and implications.

23. Making recommendations as a result of the
evaluation.

24. Providing immediate feedback on program perfor-
mance for use in decisions about program modifi-
cation.

25. Obtaining and managing resources material and
human) necessary to conduct the research or
evaluation study.

Lists such as these can be helpful to administrators as they seek to

select a staff to conduct the evaluations for the district. They can be

used as a guide to determine the evaluation skills that are already avail-

able to the district through its existing staff and simultaneously used

to identify those skills-that are yet needed.

Personnel possessing needed, necessary skills can be obtained in a

variety of ways. They can be recruited and hired as members of the district

staff. They can be hired on a more temporary basis as consultants. If

the district is near a university, graduate students who have required intern-

ship experiences may be requested. Existing staff members who are interested

in this area may be trained to conduct the necessary tasks. This is a

particularly effective strategy for obtaining evaluation persdnnel who are
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familiar wi th the district and aie lore inclined to reinain. Et i s also

an effective way of imProViilg the overal l uation c apabilities of the

di s tri ct .

In additi on to th e tec hnica 1 s kil I s eUi red, an add tional character-

istic that is most des irabl e for evalijatiori staff memb-ers stou ld al so be

consideredinterface skill s, Ii rder for evaluation to be e ffectively

utilized in the dis-tri ct there must be satisfying a*errues tfnro ugh Whicel

corrmunicati on between evaluators arid other :staff members can lp-e transnri ted._

As Henry 14. Br ickel (1 975) stated i n refere-nce to eternal kva luati Cos ,

"(Eval uators must have) -the abil ity to bite the hand that feed s you

whi le seeni ng to be only I i cicing it." ENal UatOrS wino canno t e-ffectively

transl ate the resul Is of their s tudies tc 1 ess technical ly ri ented

audiences or who iack the tolerance and -pat ierice to effecti vel y conu-nunica e

their resul ts decre4se drastical ly the u-til ity of teir

An important a spect of staffing is the continufts s-taf f development

of both the evaluators and the other personnel who utili 2e the results

Educational evaluat ion i5 a relatively new field and, as a result, new

techniques and conceptualizations are coliti nuallj being introduced. To

maintain a qua] -ty staff admini strators sh ould enc ourage the devel opment

of continuous and raulti-level staff development act iviti es in evaluati

Resomjrc

As for any other program conducted in the dist rict, resources suc h as

time, personnel , materials, acjui pment , f aci li ties, and dtll ars should be

allocated to evaluation tased on t!--ie -type a..nd scope of tte activities that

are to be conducted. While this may 5ee111 -to be an obviocs staternewt, it

is common to find that addeduate provi ions for e'val ution are riot found in



scheol district boudgets and optrationa 1 plans. Wi:tnout adeq uate resources,

evaluati on activi ti es icartnot be expect ed to be effectively -t nplemented.

Flow much of a di s-tri ct"s budget s hould be devoted to ev al uation? In

indtustry fi gures from 113; to 2 5% are c orlon . In education f igures of I%

are extremely high and aS extremely un cannon The arsvder t o this question,

of cou rse, depends on -the actiNities t hat a re 7to bie corlducted. Extensive

evalua tion effarts require 1 are budge ts and operational pla ns whi 1 e

modest efforts require less -The irrpo rtant th -ing for an adm ini stra to r to

Con5ic1er is the plovis ion of a bu dget -that will ge,t the necessary job done.

01.4112L3

In a re cent 5tu dy of ev al oat lors urits in larg e dis-tri cts
in Teo s the la rgest percentage of the b udget to be spent
for eva luati on vas- 8% in the Da11as Sch ool Sjstem . actual
doll ar expendititres per piapi 1 were $6.20 , 52. 06,. $1.54,
$1.48, $1.39, $ 1 arid $.1 2.

ackovjski, tel Mania ra & Col e, 197 )

In this s ct ion attenlpts havt tyeer made tc br iefly di scuss those

aspects of organi 2ation wic h have the greatesc itnrpact ion the evaluation

activi -tie s c onduc-ted Ira a sc hool dis trict . Adroini stratrs who wish to

anaiyze t hei r presertt or pro posed organiztiOri for evalmation might benefit

f rpm resoending to these clue stions:

1 Is the orga nizational struc ture such -chat it rn e s Che
etis trict"s needs fo-r evalta ti on?

2 Is the loca tion of evaluati wi hi n -the Structure appropriate?

Are there e sta bl ished polic ies arid procedures -for eval uation?

Are the neeted slil ls and atiT ities ev ident in thie current staff?
l5,s,--n6t, have a decluaTte plans been devel oped to secture these skills?

5, Are the all tca ted resources adequate t o accomplis$ the needed tasks?
If slot, can additional resocrces be ob taired ? If not, have activi-
ties been redu ced to reflect available resou rces?



IV. COMMUNICATING EVALUATION RESULTS

One of the .
o-t effective ways to achieve an acceptance of evaluation

and encourage its use is to implement a carefully developed plan for commu-

nicating results to targeted audiences and obtaining their assistance

through feedback. To date, however, this aspect of the evaluative process

has been inadequately addressed, accounting, in some measure, for the

limited utility of evaluation in school districts. hdministrators interested

in developing effective evaluation programs in their schools need to be

aware of the basic considerations associated with effective communication

and to install p --edures into their operation which would guarantee an

adequate program for communicating evaluation results to potential users.

In order to maximize the use of evaluation results, plans for the

communication of findings should be made at the same time that the evalu-

ations themselves are designed. When this is done the school district

staff can be prepared to develop timely and appropriate reports and the

recipients of the results can be prepared to receive the results.

In order to establish an ef ective system for communicating the

results of evaluation administrators need to: (1) see that mechanisms for

planning and conducting the communication program are established; (2) be-

come familiar with the district's particular audiences for evaluation

results; (3) see that accurate and appropriate reporting procedures are

utilized; and (4) establish channels and procedures to provide feedback

from various groups regarding the results and to evaluate the effectiveness

of the communication system itself.
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These are, of course, types of activities which characterize good

public relations and communications programs in school districts. For

those administrators that have such programs in their districts the

following discussion will provide some suggestions for the inclusion of

evaluative information in their existing oonmulication program. For th se

administrators who do not have such established programs the following

discussion is designed to acquaint them with both basic considerations

for communicating information and specific sugges ions related to the

release of evaluative information.

Providing the Framework
P-O am for the Release

he Develo ment o
Evaluation Results

Prior to specific planning for the release of any evaluation results,

administrators need to establish the framework and mechanisms by which

----communication -f evaluation-results-will-he-conducted. -SuggestfOns-such

as the following can provide guidelines to those who will ultinately be

responsible for carrying out communication activities and provide a basis

for judging the adequacy and effectiveness of the resulting connunication

effort.

DeterminintheRuing_p_osesforCornnIEvaluationResults

Determining the purpose(s) of conmunication provides some direction

planning activities and provides a framework for evaluating the effec-

tiveness of the effort. Bettinghaus and Miller (1973) suggest that there

are four general categories in which most conmunication objectives can be

grouped. These are: (a) increasing awareness of the p ogram; (b) changing

attitudes toward the program; (c) achieving compliance with required tasks;

and (d) obtaining supportive behaviors for the program.
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From these basic categories specific objectives for communicating the

e_aluation results can be developed. Because the purpose for communicating

evaluation results may differ for the various audiences to whom they will

be reported administrators way wish to specify those major purpoSes which

will ue directed to each of the major target audiences.

EXAXPLE,' 14

Montgomery County Maryland identified the following as

specific purposes for their annual school progress reports:

1. Achieve greater parent knowledge and understanding

of the needs and strengths of the school

2. Achieve parent identification with and commitment

to the objectives of the school

Indicate how school programs are designed to meet
the needs of students, maximum use is made of avail-

able resources, and the need for additional resources
is substantiated by reliable data

4. Encourage a high level of staff and parent involvement

in school planning and support for the way the school

uses available resources

5. Be an integral part of the process through which all

available data are reviewed to establish school objec-
tives, indicators of their attainment, and follow-up

procedures

Involve school staff in gathering and interpreting
available data on the community, students, and school
resources to set school objectives

7. Involve representative parents and students in a review

of available data and the school objectives established

by school staff

Communicate school objectives, priority for action
based on these objectives, and elicit support and
reaction from parents, area, and county staff.

(Elseroad, 1974)



Establishin olicies and Procedures t_ Guide Communication P o ams

When the objectives for communicating evaluation results have been

determined, administrators should consider the development of policies

and procedures which would ensure the achievement ofthese objectives.

Policies for comnunicating evaluation results are particularly important

because they provide a structure and uniformity to communication efforts

that easethe implementation -f the program for the staff and protect the

district from some of the d structive criticisms which may arise.

Policies for the release of evaluation results my include: (1) the

identification of types of results which cannot be released, e.g. those

results which violate the rights of individuals; (2) those results which

must regularly be released to specific audiences; and (3) the channels

through which evaluation results are to be released. Procedures and/or

guidelines for communica ion may be developed to assist staff in developing

an- awareness of the needs of various audiences, identifying results to be

reported, developing communication messages, utilizing various media,

gathering feedback and evaluating the commun cation pr_g am.

Establishin_ or Utilizin- an Advisor Committee for Evaluation

Admdnistrators my find it beneficial to include in the organization

for communication, an existing or specially created advisory council,

composed of representatives of the major groups involved and interested

in the school system. Such a council might consist of representatives

parents, students, teachers, principals, central office staff, the board

of education, major community groups, interested taxpayers, etc. The

major purposes of such a council might be to provide input into the selec-

tion of areas to be evaluated, to serve as a preliminary sounding board to

the results which are to be released, and to serve as one vehicle for the

transmission of results to the public at large,
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inirig for Communication

A great deal can be done to ease the implementation of a communication

p ogram if the specific functions required to implement the prog am are

defined and assigned to appropriate staff and advisory personnel. These

functions may be developed in relation to the categories of (1) planning

the communication program; (2) encoding or phrasing the messages in an

understandable format for the intended audiences; (3) transmitting the

developedmessages to intended audiences; and (4) gathering feedback con-

cerning themessagesiwhich were communicated (Simon, no date). Clearly

when all needed activities are identified and assigned to personnel, there

is much less risk of important activities being overlooked and of staff

misunderstanding concerning their responsibilities for the program.

Developing a Schedule_for the Releaseof Evaluation Results

As administrators and s..aff aSsume responsibilities for reporting

they should also establish a schedule for releasing the results. The

timing of the release of results has a great deal of impact on the utility

of evaluation and is,therefore, a very impor ant aspect of the total

evaluation effort.

Scheduling the developing of comnications regarding evaluation

results should take into considerat.on (1) the time at which evaluation

results will be available; (2) the time at which decisions must be made

regarding the area to be evaluated; 4nd (3) the times at which target

audiences will be available to receive communications regarding evaluation

results.

Additional consideration should be given to preparing interim communi-

cations regarding the result__ so that targeted audiences can have sufficient

background to receive and use the re$ults and so that they will be prepared
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for the possibility of favorable or unfavorable results. Sufficient

lead time should be provided to inform those who would be asked about the

results time to acquaint themselves thoroughly with the findings. At

the same time care should be taken to release evaluation results as soon

as it is feasible to do so in order t- preven- "leaks" of partial infor-

mation which can be misinterpreted.

Devel in an Awareness of the Potential
Recipients_ of Evaluation Results

People most often respond to information they receive if they are

interested in it and can understand it. The first step in conducting the

work necessary to carry out an effective communica ion program must be,

therefore, to identify and become familiar with persons who will be

potential receivers of evaluation results and their particular information

interests_ancf needs. Then and only then, can district personnel begin_

to design and develop techniques for communicating results to these

audiences whi h will be effectively received and used.

L___:.1e-Itt-ELinEktlystiencs for Evaluation Information

In the second section of this paper suggestions were given for

identifying evaluation audiences and their needs. In addition to this

information it is helpful for those who are developing communication

messages to know the audiences' level of knowledge and attitude toward the

area in which the evaluation is conducted.

The release of evaluation results is often characterized by the

inclusion of new p ograms, terms and symbols which are unfamiliar to many

audiences. It 's therefore, helpful to know the level of both knowledge

and/or misinformation that various audiences have concerning areas that
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might be discussed in an evaluation communication. This information can

assist communication developers in determining the extent of background

information and pre-result communication that is necessary to create common

understanding of the area being reported among the district and its

audiences.

EXAMPLE 25

In a research study conducted in California 13 parents from
the middle to lower economic class were asked to read 106 goal
statements for elementary education. The parents identified
1,265 words and phrases that they did not understand. The

study pointed out the need to communicate in understandable
language and to make special efforts to explain new concepts
to the school's publics.

(Barnes, 1972

Finally, it is extreme y beneficial to identify the Ltitudes which

various audiences have regarding the total school program and the specific

areas that may be discussed inevaluationcommunications. Thosewhohave

negative attitudes toward the schools, particularly if they are in a

position to jeopardize a program, need to be identified so that efforts

can be made to attempt o change their at itudes or neLr ralize their

effects. Those who have positive attitudes can provide Administrators

with needed support for their efforts.

EXAMPLE 16

Educators in Pennsylvania received a clear indication of
the opinions of some audiences concerning their evaluation
efforts when the following statement appeared in the
newspaper:

...a group:of parents and educators, and the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU)...call attitude testin9 an invasion
of privacy, damaging to children who are sensitive about
revealing their innermost thoughts. ("Student Attitude
Called Privacy Invasion," 1975)
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hentifFnurricotign Which
Are Best Received b- Each Audience

Everyone does not read the newspaper, watch television or attend

PTA meetings. It is important in designing communications to select a

technique for communication which will most effectively reach the greatest

number of the specified audience. Attention needs to be given, therefore,

to the identification of those approaches which are most effective for

specific groups.

EXAMPLE 17

In a survey conducted as part of a community-educa ion
project conducted in a rural North Carolina school
district the following results were obtained:

The most effective method of communicating (to the
target audience) about project activities were (1) a
school newspaper entitled "The Bond Community Enter-
prise;" (2) church announcements, and (3) visits to
homes by ESEA Title III home-school counselors. The

least effective methods were by radio and newspaper.

(Bazemore, 1973)

In summary, the effectiveness and appropriateness of communication

efforts can be greatly improved if district personnel can identify the

the following concerning the audiences:

Areas Level

Audience/Priority/ of / of /Attitude/Best Method of Communication
Interest Knowledg

21211T.1221ag_IFILCommunication

As can be gathered from the preceding discussions a great deal of

k and thought must be given to a communication program before the

first word of a report or message is written. With this background,

how-ever, the task of developing communication is far

subject to error.
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The development of a specific communica Jon system for evaluation

results requires: (1) an identification of the evaluation information

to be reported to each audience; (2) the development of messages that

meet the needs of each targeted audience; (3) tailoring the communicatio

to the Media through which it will be channeled; and (4 ) establishing

channels through which communications and feedback will flow.

Iden 'f ation Informa ion to be R orted

The information that is te 'be reported to each audience can be

de ermined by comparing the kinds of information that will be made avail-

able as a result of the evaluation to the identified information needs of

each audience. If this particular activity is conducted at the same time

as the evaluation itself is designed, gaps in kinds of information needed

can be identified. Procedures for gathering this needed information can

then be incorporated into the evaluation design.

As the evaluation information and needs of targeted audiences are

compiled, it should be possible to detect similarities in the types of

evaluation information available and audience needs. When these similar-

ities occur, it then becomes possible to utilize a single communication

for several aud ences.

At the completion of this activity district personnel should have a

fairly well defined plan for the number of communications that are needed,

the audiences to whom each of these communications should be addressed and

the information that should be included in each communication.

EUMPLE 18

PRIMES, an ESEA Title III p-oject designed to assist
schools in Columbus, Ohio, to fulfill mandated evaluation
requirements, had as one of its activities the identifi-
cationOf audiences, information, dissemination means and
schedule for reporting information concerning the project.
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Charts depicting their decisions for the total
project and activities at the building level are
presented on the following two pages.

(Project PRIMES, no date)

peveloping_ the_Messages

It is at the point developing the communica ;on that particular

tention should be given to the nature of evaluati_n results, the par-

ticular audience to whom the results will be reported and the media through

which it will be transmitted. Some particular suggestions for reporting

evaluation results are:5

1. Begin with technically valid and accurate information so that
a truthful account of district accomplishments can be repor- d;

2. If the audience does not have a great deal of technical
expertise, summarize detailed technical results in clear,
nontechnical language. Save the technical information for
special or required reports;

Utilize a more journalistic rather than technical writing

Avoid jargon; use understandable words, familiar language;

Keep communications b_lef;

Set a tone in the communication that is objective and
aff.rmative;

Provide sufficient background information to explain the
results, implications of the results for future actions
taken by the system;

Sum up what the results mean; when possible provide com-
parative and interpretive information; and

9. Encourage realistic expec ations.

If the results are bad, Hawes (1972) suggest the ollowing:

1. If they are better than before, say so;

2. Identify clearly future actions that the district plans to Uke
on the basis of the results..

3. Identify increased support that is needed to improve performance,

4. Avoid implicating individuals for the failure.

Some of the suggestions were taken from Shepherd (1975).
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E'XiWPLE 79

PROJECT PRIMES DISSEMINATION CHART

Audiences Dissemination Means
requencf ig-

Communication

State Department
of Education

New letters
Written Reports
Memos

Quarterly
Quarterly
As Needed

Congressmen
Wiley and Devine

Superintendent
of Schools

Letters
Newsletters
Packets of Information

Abstracts of Reports (2 pgs)

Newsletters
Oral Presentation at Committee-

of-the Whole Meetings
Slide-Tape Show
Indirect Memo Correspondence

Semi-Annual y
Quarterly
Annuall

Semi-Annually
Quarterly
Annually

Annually
As Needed

Cabinet V ibers Abstracts of Reports (2 pages)
Newsletters
Oral Presentations at Committee-

of-the-Whole Meetings
Slide-Tape Show
Memos
consultations Person to Person

5emi-Mnually
Quarterly
Annually

Annually
As Needed
As N eded

Curriculum
Speo lists

Consultations (Person to Person )

Newsletters
Curriculum Reports and

Recomendation

As Needed
Quarterly
Annmally

Elementary
Principals

Slide-Tape Show
Newsletters
Consultations (Pe n P son)

Brochure
Individualized Scho l Report

Information Packets
System Newsletter
Curriculum Re ort

Annually
Quarterly
As Mee'ded(Minimum
Twice a Yea )

Annually
As Needed(Twice Yr.
Annually
Annuall

Teachers Slide-Tape Sh w(Upda ed Yearly)
Newsletters
Brochure
Consultations(Person to Person)
Individual School Report
Curriculum Re rt

Annually
Quarterly

As Needed
Annually
Annually

Annualiy
2-3 Times Yrly.
2-3 Times Yrly.
Annually
Yearly
Twice Yearly_

Parents Surveys
Committee Meetlngs
Newspaper Articles
Slide-Tape Show
Television Presentations
Radio Prog ams

Brochure 6 7
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EXANTLE (CONTT)

DISSEMINATION AT THE BUILDING LEVEL

Content to
Communicated Communicator s Audien

Dissemination
Media

Implementation
Timeline

Area of school
program to be
evaluated

uilding
Evaluation
Committee
School Staff

-Parents
-PRIMES Staff
State Oept.
of Education
Curriculum
Area Special-
i sts

-Newsletter
-PTA Meeting
-Memo
-Standardized
report form

Early in Schoo
Year

(Sept. to Oct.

Evaluation
procedures
utilized

Building
Evaluation
Committee

ept.
of EdicLion

-PRIMES Staff
-School Staff

-Standardized
report form

-Memo
-PTA Meeting

Early in SchoO
Year

(Oct. to Nov.)

Staff and
Community
:involvement

Building
Evaluation
Committee

-Parer]

-School Staff
PRIME$ Staff
Service Clubs
na OrgAniza-
ons,

-Local Citizens

-PTA Meeting
-Staff Meeting
-Standardized
report forms

-Local News-
paper

-School Ne s-
letter

-PTA News--
letter

-Service Club
Meeting

Mid-Fall

(Nov. to Dec.

Reporting
Evaluation
Results

Building
Evalution
Committee

1

ervice Clubs
-School Commun-
ity

-PRIMES Staff
-State Dept.
of Education
-School Staff
-Curriculum

-Special Rept.
-Newsletter
-Transparency
report
-Grade card

insert
-PTA Meeting
-Local News-
paper

-Educational
Journals

Winter

(Jan.-Feb.)

Follow-up
Activity(S)
to the
Evaluation

-School Staff
-Principal

-Paren
-Service Clubs

omin-,1n-

ity
RIMES Staff

State Lept.
f Wu tion

-Curricilum
specialists

-Special Ppr .

-Display
-Slide-Tape
presentation

-Demonstration
-PTA Meeting
-Service Club
Meeting
-Newsletter
-Local News-

a er

Spring

(March to May
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In addition to natur e of eva luati cn es ul 'LS, cons iderat ion should

be given to the parti ul ar audience to 1.ftihoni tie resul --ts will be reported..

Communications s hould be developed tvi th an uniderstanding of tile rel evance

of the inforrrwti on to the audience and the au,dience's technical understard

ing pol itical perspeeti ve5 and attention 5pan. In order to encourage tido

way communication con cernirg the results, ries sages shaoul d -include a pro-

vision for feedback f ror t1e aueience to Ole distr-ict .

In order to effe cti vely utili ze media d istrict personnel rroust become

aware of the viay mess ages 5hou1ed be con5tructed for t he media that ilas

been sel ected . Te-lev is ton spots are cl ear ly di fferen t frail newspaper

articles both of whic h are cons iderably di fferent -from a 25 page written

report. Message creator's need to take into considera ti on -the requIreel

journalistic style , format , len gth, and pa rti cular strength of each red iurn

before submitting conoun icati on to it5 use.

Establ ishin _Channel 1_11r- u h tJhI ch the Corrniflj cat Oij t4lll1Ow

is importact to ha ve es tabli sheK1 channels through. hich conou ni,

cations may flow prior to lt5 release. This not o fly' eaSeS the precess Of

releasing results but Os() gives rieiopa pernen, pro gram cha irrnen elc

sufficient notice to sckiedule the cormu niation among triei r Other ZctiVi -

ties and provide a ny backgroundor lead in corrnuric at-ion5 prior to Ihe re1e0Se

of the final resul ts s car, be done- by initial ly cortacting pe-rsonnel

through which coniaunicalions wi 11 be channeled, ekplaining the pur pose

of the evaluation and t!The coramuini catloh Of its res ults :and receivi ng froln

them suggetAi s a s to -the mcst apprfopriate LISe of theiT medium,

t is then 7ly iroPoTtant to nUrtu re and rnaintai ;I a. good work og

relationship with titie persah.c lii o rdefn to rlakk meiclit,i,-n a viab le tool

for corrnunicaticn and feedback. lhi s c.,z1;1 be ac<ornpl ished by rele-?. sing
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sult1 at the sc hedul ecl tine in a forriat apPrc3pri at to the medium, being

oPeri, .available a nd truth--ful arid by being prepored to provide follow-up

infornati on if re guested.

adc

E ffective comouni cat trio jS a twio-vay pvocess drninfstrators who

rel east evaluatio n resu1t1 rust be prepared to red eive and util ize the

feedback they rec elve fror target ed audiences. An irlit ial s-tep in th is

direct ion woul b-e to pro-vide and piablici ze

badx. These may include parent-teacher con

hearinls on the r esults, PM meet ings, lett

tte adrnirrist rator or hi s or her staff.

ncolein channels for feed-

erence s so ecf al ly cal led

r t-drit it-1g r pertnal con-tact

Then as fe edbact< is received

admini5tr-ators need to utilize the resclts in prog rair p loranirg, designing

w evzluations a-nd impro-vi -g the communi catior priogram itself. Publ ica,

tion cr-f the use the di str ict has natie of thefeedbeick is a valuable way

to enccurage addi-tiona I irpLut and comt-inuous feedb atI4 for future eval ua-

tiorl elfo rts.

A-fte r the results Of an ewal uatior have been relea sed arid feedback

has been recei ved djsrj .Ct perso nnel reed to onal jize t hei r communication

progran and the k nowledge they ha ve recei ved. Thi:s ana lysis can be as

formal as a detailed eval :cation dtsi gn to gather s-pecif ied types of

nforrnati on or as informal as ad iscussio n of -the progr -am at a staff

rneetin. The tar.gets of thi s analysis sh ould ble tthe colicern of the

targeted aucliercen and the e ffect ivene5s of the cortirnoni atiori strategy

-that was used.

Time should te taieri to reases s the knew1 edgfe, coricern and interests

arget-ed audirces to ens ure that info tEhat will be used as a
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basis for future communications efforts is up-to-dzte -rid accurate.

This analysis should also provide an indication of sources of support

for the schools and their evaluation efforts as well as sources and

reasons for criticism.

A second analys s should be conducted to determine the effectiveness

he communicatlon and feedback strategies utilized. Questions such as

the following night be investigated:

1. Did the m_essages reach the intended audiences?

2. Were the concerns of each audience addressed?

3. To what extent were the objectives of the communication met?

Was sufficient ground-work and background information.. provided?

5. Were the avenues for feedback ffective; Which vier most

heavily used?

6. Were the operational plans for the pro rn esibe and workable?

7. Were the messages appropriate for the seletted media?

On the basis of this analysis, necessary modifications in the

communications pr gram should be installed to inp ove the communication

of results for future evaluations.

As can be seen from this discussion, the communication of evaluation

results is a highly complex undertaking requiring a great deal of planning,

work and specific skills in effectively relaying a message through a

variety of media to different audiences with varying interests and needs.

Because ef ective communication is the key to utilization of evaluation

results, it is critical to the total evaluation process. Administrato-

need to be aware of its contribution and utilize their resources to develop
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a planned pro am-to conmunicate their results to selected audiences and

gather important feedback to assist them in the improvement of the dis

trict's programs and receptiveness to its constituents.
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V. UTILIZING THE RESULTS OF EVALUATION

An evaluation is a waste of r -ouyces unless: it leads to
some action, or at least a conscious, arplicit decision
not to take an action.

Erlandson (1973, p. 25)

Educational evaluations are judged by many criteria such as the

accuracy of the results and the appropriateness of the methods used. One

f the most important criteria from the position of a school administrator

however, the utility of ft,:e evaluations.

Ensuring that results Used in a school district is one of the

most immortant of the adWnistrator's responsibilities for evaluation.

It may also be one of their most difficult and frustrating tasks. As

experience with testing programs has shown, the mere provision of evalua-

tion results does not guarantee that th.c.,:y I be useo. There are other .

factors, related to the evaluations themmelves and the environment in

which they are released, that have a considerable effect on the extent

to which evaluations are used. Such factors include:

L Me degree to Aich e ZuatJrt 'results ad.drss the
speci-ic needs of its t2nces;

Evaluation results will be more readily used if the persons who

receive them can see a direct application of the results to their particu -

lar needs. When evaluation results do not d rectly address their needs,

targeted audiences often have difficulty determining the implications of

the r ..ults fur their work. It is for this reason that such emphasis is

given io the focusing and comnunicating stages to determining the audiences

for evaluation and their info- _tion needs.
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2. The extezt to whih te intended users aere mv-ved
in the evaluation process and therefore feeZ corn-

vatted to the ef art and its results;

Stufflebeam (1974, p. 25) states, "A principle of educational change:

is that unless persons who will need to support the change are involved

early, meaningfully and continuously in the the development of an inno-

vation, they likely will not support the operation and use of the innova-

tion." The saae principle applies to the utilization of evaluation results.

Involvement, commitment, cooperation, credibility and use are closely

related suggesting that administrators wishing to maximize the utilization

evaluation resultsearnestly seek the involvement of targeted audiences

planning and/or conducting evaluations.

3. 2he extent to which the audience perceives th resuLtE
o be true_;

It is an almost impossible task to have people use evaluation results

that they perceive to be ii error. It is for th s reason that adminis-

trators should continually strive for excellence in their evaluation

efforts. To c nvince audiences that evaluation results are trueh,adminis-

trators should cormunicate to t eir audience% the methodologies used to

collect evaluation data focusing on those efforts that were made to

ensure objectivity.

4. The extent to whic- azenceo perceive the use o
evaluation results e important; and

The degree of importance that the district administration attaches

to the use of evaluation results has a marked effect on the utilization

of results by the staff and public. Administrators wishing to encourage

the use of evaluation results in their districts need bo convey the impor-

tance of using evaluation results by providing support to utilization

efforts. Staff in-service and public meetings to explain the results
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and provide suggestions for use and released time for staff to study the

results and plan on the basis of the findings are but two ways that the

importance of using evaluation results might be conveyed.

5.. Tile extent to whz:ch the 6taff and pul,lia are willing
to accept change.

It is often the case that evaluation results indica e a ne4-A for

change in the way things are currently and- sometimes, traditionally

being done. Educators and publics that are resistant to change will

probably find very little use for these types of results. Administrators

who actively engage in evaluation activities in their dist icts must be

prepared to make changes and encourage their staff members to alter

their methods when evaluation results indicate that such a need exists.

This is not an exhaustive list of factors related to utilization.

It should however, provide adminis rators with some thoughts concerning

the factors that might affect the u ilizat.on of evaluation results in

their partiCular districts and sugge t some steps that might be taken to

maximize the use of their evaluation efforts.

Given that administrators, their staff and publics are receptive

to using evaluation results, for what kindsof actions can they be used?

The answer to this question is dependent on the purposefor which the

evaluation was conducted, the type of information that was provided, and

the imagination:and creativity of the recipients of the results. Some

assistance in determining how evaluation results should be used may be

provided, however, by lists-of examples like the following:

Adrriini strati -n

1. Support and defend administrative decisions
2. Establish district-wide priorities for programs and

operations
3. Allocate funds
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4. Reduce wasteful use of resources, i.e. money,
personnel, materials, equipment, facilities

5. Determine pupil and/or public satisfaction/
dissatisfaction with schools

6. Continue or terminate special and/or innovative
pro: ects and programs

Curriu1uni and Instruction

1. Identify methods and materials which best meet
student needs

2. Choose curricula
3. Idehtify needs
4. Establish district-wide, school building and

classroom goals and objectives
5. Monftor student progress
6. Monitor program development and progress

Personnel

1. Identify in-service training needs
2. Assign staff
3. Grant promotions, tenure, special supplements, etc.
4. Terminate employment

Public

1. Help board of education account to students,
parents and citizens

2. Bring public needs and opinions to the board
of education and administration

3. Improve communication to publics
4. Increase the knowledge of publics concerning

schools
5. Encourage greater public involvement in

school affairs

Gover VTIVILA11.19.±.WY.

1. Justify expenditures of funds
2. Document effects of special programs

Practicing administrators, reading a list such as this, can undoubtedly

think of many more ways that evaluation results can be used in their dis-

tricts. For most however, the transition from thinking to actual use of

results will nOt be easy. The history of the use of evaluative type

information in public schools is not a good one. Perhaps the most

outstanding example is in the use of standardized test results. Most, if

not all, children in American schools are given standardized tests.
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Unfortunately, the results of these tests have seldom been used to plan

instructional programs for the students. Administrators who wish for

evaluation results to be used in their di't_ict may find that they must

work particularly hard on this aspect of their evaluation program before

results are used to a great extent.
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VI. THE EVALUATOR'S ROLE

The primary focus of this document has been those areas of

responsibility for evaluation which are directly within the realm of

school district administration. These have included: (1) establishing

a supportive climate; (2) focusing evaluation on the needs of the district;

(3) providing an organization and support for evaluation; 4) maintaining

a system for communicating the results; and (5) utilizing evaluation

results. Clearly, these are not all of the roles and responsibilities

that must be assumed to conduct evaluations in local school districts.

Those responsibilities which 4re associated with the actual planning and

implementation are noticeably missing.

The reason for thisomission is that designing and implemenJng

evaluation studies are not major responsibilities of administrators but

of evaluators and/or the persons in u:hool districts who actually do

the evaluations. these are the activities that require the specialized

skills of inquiry, i.e. identifying evaluvion questions, designing plans

to obtain necessary information, instrument selection and development,

and data analysis and interpretation- andare,therefore,.best accomplished

by persons specifically trained in these areas.

A more complete picture of the entire evaluation process can be

obtained by reviewing these major responsibilities of evaluators. These

responsibilities ude: (1) planning evaluations; (2) selecting or

constructing instruments; (3) collecting data; (4) processing data;

(5) analyzing and interpreting information; and (6) reporting evaluation

f9n4A015.6_
6_

These and many ef the tasks given were -aken from Owens (1968, pp. 74-75).
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Plannin! fvaluations

It is at the planning stage that evaluators can and should draw

most heavily on the input from district administrators. At this stage

evaluators deternine what is to be evaluated and how the evaluation is

to be done. Determining the areas to be evaluated and the types o

information that should be collected should be based on the-identified

information needs of the district and its audiences and the evidenCe

available in literature and theory that suggests the inclusion of certain

areas in -he design. From the purposes for which the evaluation is being

Conducted, the audiences to whom result to be reported the char-

acteristics of the area chosen, types of information selected for evalua-

tion, and-the resources available, the specific methodologies used in

the evaluation are selected. Criteria for judging the results are

established, Audiences and their information needs fo- reporting pur-

poses are specified. And finally, an operational plan including staff

requirements and responsibilities, resource allocations and a schedule

of evaluation activities is developed.

Sel ectinLor Constructing jnstruments

Most evaluation efforts require the collection of similar information

across objects of the evalua ion, e.g. students, teachers, schools, etc.

This necessitates'the use of some form of instrumentation whether it be

checklists, tests, attitude scales, observation scales, questionnai es,

opinionnaires, or forms for record keeping. Prior to the implementation

of evaluation activities, eValuators must determine instrumentation needs,

de _ermine criteria for the type of instruments to be used, select
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app.opriate instruments or, when no instrumentation is available, devtiop

the necessary instruments. When instruments must be developed additional

tasks of pilot testing, determining reliability and validity, and revising

instruments are required.

.he actual work of gathering evaluative information consists of tasks,

such as: ( ) identifying the information sources for collecting the data;

(2) specifying the methods to be used in collecting data; (3) specifying

sampling procedures; (4) training personnel to collect data; and (5) admin-

istering evaluation instruments and recording the data. It is in this

phase Of the evaluation process that the most extensive involvement and

cooperation of the school district staff is needed.

Processing Data

Processing data consists of preparing results so that they can be

analyzed. More specifically it consists of providing a format for coding

data, scoring inst _ments and providing for data storage, management and

retrieval, For districts having access to data processing equipment such

as computers, this responsibility may also include using existing or

--iting new computer programs.

Informa n

After the results are collected and coded they need to be analyzed

so -that the meaning of the results can be determined. This consists of

selecti rig an appropriate analytical procedure, designing a means for

perform. ng the analysi.s and performing the analysis. The results are then
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interpreted in terms of p eviously stated criteria, tha purposes of the

evaluation and the identified district needs.

This area of responsibility consists of transl-ting the results of

ion into communications appropriate for the audiences who are to

recetve the results. It Includes specific tasks such as: (1) specifying

means for providing information to the audiences; (2) spec fying the format

for evaluation reports; (3) developing the communications; and (4) assisting

administrators in obtaining feedback. This area of responsibility must

necessarily be closely tied to the total district's communication program.

The relationship of the primary roles forevaluatiOnof admInistrators

and evaluators can perhao5 be more clearly understood by placing them

together in an approximate order of their occurrence,

Fi'ure 2. Primar Roles For Evalu'

Admintstrators Evalu_aters

1. Establishing a suPportive climate
2. Focusing evaluations on district

needs
3. Providing organization and support

4. Planming evaluations
5. Saltcting or construct-

ing Instruments
6. Collecting data
7. Processing data
8. Analyzing and interpret-

ing data
9. Reporting information

10. Communicating reAt ts to
audiences

11. Utilizing results

The reader should note here the use of the word "primary."

Responsibilities for evaluation, both ideally and practically, are not

clear cut. Both administrators and evaluators have secondary important
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responsibilities which overlap. Evaluator- through inservice programs

that they condu.. t for the staff, assist in the establishment of supportive

climate, communicating evaluation results and providing assistance and

direction for utilizing results. Administrators, through their efforts

to focus evaluations and the organization and support they provide, assist

evaluators in planning and implementing evaluations.

It has also not been the intent of this discussion to imply that

administrators and evaluators are the only persons who have responsibilities

for evaluation In a school district. While, it may be granted that admin-

istrators and evaluators have the major rtsponsibilities for installing,

designing and irRiplementing evaluation activities, 't is most often the

level of parti- pation by other staff members and constituents that .

determines the quality, appropriateness and-vsefulness of the evaluations

conducted in a-district. Evaluation is, therefore, a team activity

enhanced by the efforts and ideas brought to it by the many persons who

are knowledgeable and interested in a schooldistrict.
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IMPLICATIONS OF EVALUATION
FOR SCHOOL DISTRICTS

Administrators, particularly thosc who are developing evaluation

systems in their district for the first time, need to be aware of some

of the implications that evaluation may have for themselves, their staff

and the programs for which they are responsible. Knowledge of some of

these possible outcomes may enable them to be better prepared and able

to deal vith some of the changes That are bound to occur.

rators may f that the utilization of
evaluation results requires a change in their
approach to school district management.

The Mnds of inforMation that administrators use as a basis for

their actions vary considerably. Some are objective and some are not.

Airasian (1974, p. 148), for example, describes the followirlg as bases

for administrative action which are more or less objective:

Some decisions are made on the basis of authority,
exemplified by the practice of basing action upon
the solicited opinions of experts or specialists.
Other decisions are made on the basis of tradition,
exemplified by the practice of "letting well enough
alone" cr a6opt1 ng the policies of some modern school
of logical deduction, exemplified by the practice of
arriving at a course of action by a chain of deductive
reasoning starting from certain premises or assump-
tions. Finally, there are decisions based on empirical
evidence, exemplified by the practice of arriving
at solutions on the basis of collected data.

Equally, 'f not more common sources for actions are less objective

and arise out of a political context. The attitude and/or opinions of

the district's constituency, i.e. local board of education, influential

or powerful citizens and pres-u-e groups, etc., must always be considered
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by administrators and often become the source from which their decisions

are made.

Administrators, as a result of their philosophy, training and/or

experience, tend to choose as a basis for their actions the source or

sources which have proven to be most effective for them. As a result,

for some the administration of a school district will be pulitically

based. For others, administration will be an active process of utilizing

the most expedient from a variety of sources. And for a few, adminis

tration will primarily be based on some objective informatiOn or facts.

Extensive utilization of evaluation results is consistent with an

administrative phi,asophy which prefers administrative to political

tasks and views administration as the efficient use of resources (House,

1973 p. 4). Administrators who do not currently have this philosophy

toward their work and establish an eff, tive evaluation program may

experience changes in their approach Lu the management and day-to-day

operation of their district.

Evaluation in school die _ 'cts may lead to an
increased awareness by staff and publics of what
is happening in schools.

Parents of school children have a pretty thorough knowledge of

wha going on in the classes their children attend. School building

staffs have a fair picture of what is happening in their school. Too

few people, educators and publics alike, however, have a broader knowledge

f what is happening in the schools. Evaluations provide an opportunity

for a review of school dlstrict programs and their effects and the
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dissemination of this information to their constituents. This should

result in a more knowledgeable public and a greater understanding by

them of the problems faced by administrators.

: release of evaluation results mt lead to
more overt conflicts regarding th_ operation
of school districts.

The provision of objective, evaluative information ma: lvide

fuel for opposing views creating stronger disagreements amony factions

supporting different directions for school district operations. A

primary eXample of this type of situation has occurred with the releas'e

of information indicating that SAT scores of high school students have

dropped. Some groups quickly used the information to enhance their

argument :. against forced busing. Others used the information to indicate

an abdication of educational responsibilities by the parents. Even when

results are not used to support a given position, they can and often

are used as a source of criticism of the schools, their pe sonnel and

programs.

The condl1ct of evaluation in school districts
may lead to changes in , ration and programs.

Fr1ison (1973, p. 21) not ,nat "If the evaluation is to assess

all the pertinent features of a school progrn, the administrator must

keep in mind that he, and some of the program's features that h- values

most, may be fair game for the evaluation." Evaluations that identify

weaknesses in the school program can be expected to create pressu- es for

change. Administrators and staff meifibers who are not prepared or willing
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to make some changes as a result of the evaluat ons they conduct should

not be so- ised if increasedd.issatisfaction with the school results.

The collection, use crld release o
information mcrb, create staff unrest.

iluation

Whether it is fear of what evaluation results may reveal or fear of

inappropriate uses of evaluation r personnel assessment, many staff

members and particularly teachers are resistant to evaluations et- them-

selves or their programs. This resistance is still evident when effort

are made to assure staff that the results will not be used for personnel

assessment. Obviously, school districts need fair, objective methods of

evaluating programs and their staff. But t Nouid be unrealistic to

assume that the implementation of such a program will not meet with

some staff resistance.

The utilization of eva7,uation results may lead to more
efficient district operation and more effective uca-

at experiences 'Or students.

Those who advocate the use of evaluation in s hool districts most

often base their arguments on the benefits th t an administ-ator and his

programs can accrue. The types of benefits that they suggest are certainly

impressive and give credence to the suppositions that the risks of con-

ducting evaluation are worth taking. Stufflebeam (1973, pp. 6-8), for

example, lists the following as hypotheses about the effects of evaluation

in a school district.

A. 1m rovement of Student Learning

1. improved general educational development
students,

2. better identification and treatment of
students' special learning needs,

3. improved student attitudes toward themselves
and others, and

4. -advanced occupational awareness and maturity.
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Curriculum Develo ment

1. greater numbers of curriculum changes,
2. better staff understanding of student

needs, and
3. a better match between the curriculwr, and

identified student needs.

Improvement of School Administra-ion

1. clearer. more up-to-date, and more
defens,le program priorities,

2. expenditures that are more in line with

established priorities,
3. better Oallning,
4. more efficient operations, and
5. evidence that special projects are more

often continued or discontinued based on
cost/effectiveness data as opposed to the
availability of external funds.

Financial Gains

1. better success in obtaining state and
federal discretionary funds,

2. increased money from local operating

levies and bond issues, and
3. increased savings through elimination of

bad programs.

E. _Improved Communica_tion

1. staff throughout the school system who are
more conversant with the results of experi-
mental programs,

2. ,community personnel who are better able to
discuss the quality of school programs based
on empirical evidence,

3. state officials who are more knowledgeable of
the school system's ncvel practices and who are
better able to discuss the quality of the school
practices based on empirical evidence,
more successful projects being integrated into
the district's regular program,
increased instances of other school districts
adopting this school :system's ideas and programs,

and
increased instances of this particular district
adopting successful ideas and programs of other

districts.



F. Increased Publi_c_upport for Education

1. more public expressions of confidence in and
respect for the school system,

2. a better percentage of bond issues and oper-
ating levies passing,

3. a public that is more conversant with student
achievement findings,

4. a public that is more conversant with the
results of_project evaluations, and
a public that increasingly judges the school
school system to be accountable for s actions.

t would be ill-advised and inaccurate for this author to suggest

that only good things will come from th_ use of evaluation in a school

district. There are risks involved as in any new venture. But as

Morphet, Johns and Beller (1967, p. 531) state"Every social system must

have the benefit of appraisal, if it is to survive, or grow beyond sur-

vival."

Perhaps the most meaningful way to support the use of evaluation in

a school district is to solicit the opinion of an administrator who has

had experience with evaluation in his district. Dr. Jack Thylor (1975-,

p. 19), Superintendent of Saginaw, Michigan public schools states, "I

don't really know how many potential problems our evaluative feedback

has helped detect and how many crises have been avoided as but

I do know I wouldn't want to go back to the old ways and find nut
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